Hi all! This will contain information on the special office hours I shall hold 1:30 PM to 3 PM Sunday. Specifically, I shall update this with information on where the office hours shall be.

The office hour location is now: the outskirts of Duffield atrium.

Duffield and Phillips are in the process of burning down and exploding, so we have decided to move to Carpenter Library, on the first floor in the staff room!

Details: apparently Duffield atrium itself is taken over by the Cornell president as he does important presidenting. If this information is true, we, like cockroaches, shall scurry into the dark corners of Duffield, nearby but not in the atrium itself. I will try to find a space in one of the little cubbyholds on the hallway leading to the Duffield atrium, or one of those little things on the second or third floor overlooking the atrium.